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1 - Alone with nothing

They thought our type was dying or already dead, well they were wrong, every wrong. For years I’ve
been hiding in secrecy, running from being hunted like an animal. Well I am part wolf anyway; from last I
heard was that the eraser breed was gone. I know I can never find where I belong; half wolf half human
with a set of wings isn’t the kind of “normal” person you want around. So here I am traveling around
from place to place finding where my destiny is. So far I’ve herd that the avian kids the scientists most
favorite pets are doing better than any eraser has ever been, they would out live us, born to survive. The
scientists still loved them the best, like we were never good enough!
I couldn’t stand thinking about how everything revolved around those freaks. They were helping the
world, saving it! What am I dirt? I started to morph into a wolf, all this hate for those pathetic kids. My
hand still keeping its human like fingers and the rest grew fur and long claws. It didn’t matter I was all
alone in the forest of Colorado sitting in a tree. I lifted my hand and swung it at the bark of the tree,
leaving a giant gash in the bark. I was nothing; I didn’t matter to the world. If I probably died no one
would care. Why couldn’t I be held like a normal child, be normal, live normal? Or at least have some
one who didn’t care that I was mutant freak. Tears started to run down my cheeks and my face got hot.
I knew this was going to be another lonely night in the forest.



2 - Colorado

We were all back in Colorado, with a new home. Saving the world can be tough but hey sometimes it
has its good sides. Jeb was decided to live with us again and help take care of us; like we needed we
were pretty well off on our own without him. I still find it hard to trust him after we all saw him at the
“school”. But he did help around a lot when we all got back to Colorado.
“Come on Iggy! Let’s go!” shouted Gasman waiting at the door. He was dressed in his jeans that had
dirt and grass stains on them just about ready to burst out the door. “Come on Iggy, your slower than
Max when she’s in the bathroom!” shouted gasman loud enough for me to hear. I just rolled my eyes
and sat down on the couch.
“I’m coming Gasman!” said Iggy pulling on his coat ready to go outside and have fun with some
explosives. Iggy grabbed some wires and shoved them into his pockets and walked up to the Gasman.
“Ready?” Iggy asked.
“I’m always ready! Come on!” said Gazzy excitedly practically jumping up and down. Gazzy always
liked to go outside and fly around a cause mischief. As Gazzy reached for the door, Fang appeared in
front of him. Fang enjoyed his new power but showed no emotion that he did. Fang looked at Gazzy and
Iggy.
“What are you two doing?” asked fang moving out of the way.
“We’re going outside.” said the Gasman as he grabbed the doorknob and turned it with a click.
“Alright.” said Fang as he walked away. Fang always had a weird way of doing things but that’s the
way he liked it.
The Gasman swung open the door and jumped out unfolding his wings as the morning sun warmed
them and flapped down hard and took off into the air. Iggy fallowed him and soon enough they were both
off in the distance. Soon they got to a clearing were there were little trees around them and Iggy pulled
out the wire from his pocket and laid them on the ground. Gazzy watched with excitement as Iggy put
together the bomb. Iggy smiled and stood up looking satisfied with what he had built and Gazzy with a
big grin. They both trailed a wire away to a safe distance and when they got there. They counted down
from ten.
Gazzy and Iggy looked at each other and laughed, then shouted. “TEN!”
With a big bang the bomb went off, sounding like a gun shot. Fang and I looked at each other, with a
bang that big they had to cause some damage. We knew we shouldn’t be worried about those two, they
knew what they were doing, as far as we knew.
Iggy and Gazzy looked at each other and laughed. They always had fun blowing things up; after they
were done they decided to head back. When they got back they opened the door and came in laughing
so hard I thought they were going to pass out from being deprived of oxygen. I never really understood
why they liked to blow things up a lot, but hey what they like. Jeb walked in with food and put it on the
table for us to eat. He liked to take care of us, but as I said before it still I kind of hard to trust him.
“Have fun guys?” asked Jeb
Gazzy jumping up and down said “Yeah we had tons of fun!” then laughed more.
“Yeah it was awesome!” said Iggy.
Jeb just gave them a weird look, and Angel came in with Total in her arms. “What’s so funny? I mess
something?” she said looking confused. Total squirmed to get out of her arms and jumped down onto
the ground. He was confused and you could by the look on his face.
“What happened?” asked Total finally.



I sighed and said “Iggy and the Gazzer here went off and blew up something”.
Total looked at Gazzy and Iggy then back at me.
“I see” he said.



3 - rude awaking

I woke up to the loud bang sounding like thunder, but way worst. Good thing that I was sleeping on the
opposite side of the tree, because I would have been eating dirt and pieces of trees for this lovely
morning. I stood up and stretched, which felt good. Sleeping in a tree can have many problems that
come with it; like you wake up with slivers in you butt or you’re really stiff.
I stretched out my wings; I never really had problems with them. Probably because they were never just
slapped onto me like the other erasers had. I turned around to see the gashed in the tree that my nails
left from yesterday and ran my fingers through them. I sighed and brought my wings back in and slowly
climbed down the tree. When I got to the ground I unfolded my wings back out and sprinted then thrust
them down with great force. I took off from the ground and was flying, to fly felt good it was the best thing
ever. It was like the world never existed, only you and this never ending boundary. You could do what
ever you felt like doing like chasing birds. It was better than a plane or any other things that ran on gas
or had to be powered by machines. This was the best and it will always be.
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